The first part of this paper gives a detailed proof of the result announced in [9] .
A function f(z) is said to possess the Peano curve property, if it has the property stated in Corollary 3. The Peano curve property was first discussed by R. Salem and A. Zygmund in [11] . Corollary 3 is not new. (See [7] .) Our theorem is a solution to the above problem and useful to discuss the Peano curve property of lacunary power series.
Preliminaries.
We denote by D(co, r) the open disk with center <x; and radius r.
LEMMA 4 ([4]). -Let t be a positive integer and g(^) an analytic function in
where T?'(£) is a constant depending only on 9.. Let K be a straight line not passing through the origin. We say that a point ? is situated to the right of Q if it is contained in the closed half-plane limited by K which does not contain the origin. We denote by -(?(?, r) the straight line of distance (from the origin) r, which is perpendicular to the ray {?x ; x > 0}. If (*)[, then a set {k >/\ ; c^ > ^3\./i} is not empty. Let /2 be the first integer in this set. Then the following two cases are possible : (*)2 ^x^ > 5na^ (/2 < k < n + 1) (*)i ^x,/ ^ 5^a 4\,fc for some /2 < k < n + 1 .
If (*\ , then ( §)^ holds. If (*)^ , then we define 73 and consider corresponding two cases (*)3 , (^ by the same manner as above. If (*)3 , then (8)3 holds. We repeat this discussion.
Since /o <7'i < • • • < n, there exists 0 < v < n such that (*)y does not occur. This signifies that ( §)^ holds for some 0 <JLI <n.
LEMMA 9. -Let (w^)^ be a sequence of positive integers satisfying m^lm^>q>\ and (b^^ a sequence of non-negative numbers satisfyinĝ
<1/2 t bf 0>l),lim^=0,(6)
00
where ^ b^ need not be convergent. For every positive integer fc=i r, we put ^ml b k. Ufc = max{^,; 7 < k}, U^ = 0
We denote by fi = [k^]^ (k^ > k^) the totality of all integers k for which u^ > V^ and ^ > V^ . Remove (R' from {K^}^L, . Then the resulting set equals (R. By (10) and (11), we have
k=Ky Letting jn tend to infinity, we have (9). 
The case where
HOc.N^o) = exp{(27+l + 4aN 2 ) logx -x} < l/8e (14) for all x > ^N , where a = a is the constant in Lemma 8. Putting r? = min {77'(7) ;7+l<fi"<7+14-4orN 2 } , we have the required inclusion. Now we show that, for a given complex number a , F(?) takes a infinitely often in U*. For the sake of simplicity, we assume a =0; in fact, the following discussion will be independent of the given -number a . Let us remember the notation which is a contradiction. Hence F(?) takes 0 in U* -0^ . Since i/' > 1 is arbitrary, the proof is completed.
The cas where ^ | CjJ < + oo . fc=i
We need the following LEMMA 13. -There exist three constants ~e = T (0 <e"< 1/2), P = P<y' W = W^ depending only on q > 1 wYA ^ following property: For every lacunary power series S(t) = ^ a^e^, rn^Jm^> q satisfying k=i We postpone the proof of this lemma to the next section. In this section, we show that Theorem 1 follows from this lemma.
00
Let f(z) = ^ c^cznk » n k+l/ n k ^ ^ > 1 be a lacunary power k=\ series in D. For a while, we assume the condition (20), replacing a^ by c^ , where e" is not a required constant in (2) and e will be determined later. As in the preceding section, we deal with F(?) = f(e^) and use two fixed integers ^,N, depending only on q, which are defined as follows.
DEFINITION 14. -Let 7 == T, be an integer satisfying (8)
<-s/ ~ ^ ( F = 7) and W(^7 -I)" 1 < 1. Let N = N^ bean integer satisfying (13) and (14) , with 7 replaced by ^. we have E G <R , since
k=l k=l t 1^1 > 1/2 £ lcj>l/2 S |cJ.
<(if-
:
v=l>" k=E t=E+l
Let 0^ denote the corresponding point with E = ky., in Lemma 13. Then we have, with W = 2W + 1 + W/(^ -1), 5^<|a-F(-l/«E+<0E)l <lo-SE(0E)l+ t |c,|(l-e-"' E/nE )+ £ IcJ^" 
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Hence we have
fc=E+l Now we put e = min {e", ?/3W'} and, in addition to the above assumption, we suppose that /(z) satisfies (2). Then (25) shows a contradiction, and hence F(?) takes a in U* -0^*. Since v' > 1 is arbitrary, F(?) takes a infinitely often in U*. Since 00 a is arbitrary as long as |a| <p ^ |c^|, the proof is completed. fc=i
Proof of Lemma 13.
It remains only to prove Lemma 13. For the proof of this lemma, we use fixed constants A, B , K, Z, eT, depending only on q , which are defined as follows. 
